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The need to reexamine inclusive Vcb

• Discrepancy with exclusive determination, importance of   
|Vcb| in UT determination: εK etc

• Results of fits to semileptonic & radiative moments are 
crucial input in inclusive |Vub| determination (mostly mb 
and μπ2) and in normalizing B→Xsγ and  B→Xsl+l-

• b quark mass determinations from e+e- have recently 
improved significantly: how do they compare with fits? do 
we understand/trust theory errors? (see also Hoang talk)

• central mb value from fits depends on radiative moments 
whose calculation is more problematic see G. Paz’s talk
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 in collaboration with C. Schwanda, in progress
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Inclusive semileptonic B 
decays: basic features

• Simple idea: inclusive decay do not depend on final state, 
factorize long distance dynamics of the meson. OPE allows to 
express it in terms of matrix elements of local operators

• The Wilson coefficients are perturbative, matrix elements of 
local ops parameterize non-pert physics: double series in 
αs, Λ/mb 

• Lowest order: decay of a free b,  linear Λ/mb absent. Depends 
on mb,c, 2 parameters at O(1/mb2), 2 more at O(1/mb3)... 
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The total s.l. width in the OPE

4

OPE valid for inclusive enough measurements, away 
from perturbative singularities ➠ moments

Present implementations include all terms through 
O(αs2β0,1/mb3): mb,c, µ2π,G,  ρ3D,LS  6 parameters            
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Fitting OPE parameters to the moments 
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Total rate gives |Vcb|, global shape parameters (moments 
of the distributions) tell us about B structure, mb and mc 

 
OPE parameters describe universal properties of the B 

meson and of the quarks → useful in many applications

mx spectrumEl spectrum
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Global HFAG fit (kinetic scheme)

Here scheme means also a 
number of different assumptions, 
inclusion of different data, and a 

recipe for theory errors

Inputs |Vcb| 103 mbkin χ2/ndf
b→c & 
b→sγ 41.85(44)(58) 4.590(31) 29.7/59

b→c only 41.68(48)(58) 4.646(47) 24.2/48

In the kinetic scheme the contributions
of gluons with energy below µ≈1GeV are 

absorbed in the OPE parameters

Based on PG, Uraltsev, Benson et al

Very close result for |Vcb| in 1S scheme        
Bauer Ligeti Luke Manohar Trott see Christoph’s talk
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Perturbative corrections

Complete 2loop corrections to width and moments with cuts 
known, either in expansion mc/mb or numerically Melnikov, Pak, Czarnecki, Biswas 
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in the kinetic scheme with a hard cuto! µ ! 1GeV. The expressions for the widths are
µ-independent through O(!2

s). The correction Aew = 2!/" ln MZ/mb " 0.014 is due to
the electromagnetic running of the four-fermion operator from the weak to the b scale and
represents the leading electroweak correction [25].

We update the numerical analysis in the kinetic scheme of Ref.[33] by the inclusion of
the exact two-loop correction computed in [22, 23, 24], with its mass dependence. For
mb = 4.6 GeV, r = 0.252, the perturbative series expressed in terms of !s(mb) becomes

"[B̄ # Xce#̄] $ 1% 0.96
!s

"
% 0.48$0

!!s

"

"2

+ 0.82
!!s

"

"2

+ O(!3
s) & 0.916 (7)

where $0 = 9 corresponds to three light flavours, and we have used !s(mb) = 0.219 for the
numerical evaluation. We stress that the conversion of the non-perturbative parameters to
the kinetic scheme is known to O(!2

s) in the limit in which the charm quark is decoupled,
i.e. $0 = 9. Finite charm quark mass e!ects in this conversion can be expected to decrease
the above value by up to 0.002. Higher order BLM corrections are also known [?] and have
been studied in [33], where it has been noted that the resummed BLM result is numerically
very close to the NNLO one. Choosing a lower normalization for the coupling constant in
front of the O(!2

s) non-BLM term, e.g. !s = 0.25, as it was done in [33], has only a minor
impact, increasing the overall perturbative factor to 0.917.

The numerical code includes numerical interpolations of the two-loop perturbative cor-
rections according to [9, 22, 24] in the relevant mass range. In particular, for 0.17 <

'
r < 0.3

we find at µ = 0 (on-shell scheme)

p(2)
c (r, 0) = (%3.381 + 7.15

'
r % 5.18 r)$0 + (7.507% 21.46

'
r + 19.81r).

Approximate formula like eq (6) of [33] but using %B = 1.582ps and BRsl = 0.105 for the
charm only

|Vcb|
0.0416

= 1 + 0.275(!s % 0.22)% 0.65(mb % 4.6) + 0.39(mc % 1.15) + 0.014(µ2
! % 0.4)

+0.055(µ2
G % 0.35) + 0.10(&3

D % 0.2)% 0.012(&3
LS + .15) (8)

Same but factorizing perturbative corrections in front, as it was done in [33]

|Vcb|
0.04143

= (1 + 0.252(!s % 0.22))
#
1% 0.65(mb % 4.6) + 0.39(mc % 1.15) + 0.013(µ2

! % 0.4)

+0.05(µ2
G % 0.35) + 0.09(&3

D % 0.2)% 0.011(&3
LS + .15)

$
(9)

The numerical accuracy of these formulas is limited to 1% in the 1' range of the 2009 fits.
The di!erence between the two above formulas is of O(!s#2

QCD/m2
b). Corrections of this

kind are known only in the case of µ2
!, thanks to a well-known relation [?]. In the kinetic

scheme, one finds that the one-loop perturbative corrections suppress the coe$cient of µ2
! by

a factor 1 % 1.98!s/" & 0.84. The O(!s#2
QCD/m2

b) calculation has been completed only in
the case of inclusive radiative decays [26], where the O(!s) correction increase the coe$cient

6

In kinetic scheme with μ=1GeV

Good convergence, higher BLM studied by Uraltsev et al, small.
Residual th error O(1%).
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Perturbative corrections (II)
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1 Introduction

The paper is organized as follows:

2 Moments in semileptonic B decays

2.1 Semileptonic B decays with charm

2.1.1 Leptonic moments

Several minor improvements have been operated:

• the accuracy of the numerical interpolations of perturbative corrections has been im-
proved and the range of the interpolation formulas extended up to ! = 0.8;

• the code can be now run at arbitrary values of the hard cuto! µ and a change of scale
and scheme (to MS) of mc is allowed;

• "3
D is now consistently in the kinetic scheme;

NB the interpolations are valid in a certain range of ", typically 0.21 ! "
" ! 0.28, which is

certainly OK with a kinetic mass of charm at 1 GeV. However if we change the scale or the
scheme of mc we might get in trouble... In particular we may need to go to higher scales for
mc which means mc well below 1 GeV.

2.2 Two loop non-BLM corrections to leptonic moments

The residual O(#2
s) corrections to the moments of semileptonic B decays into charm have

recently been computed in [22, 23]. While Ref. [22] adopts numerical methods and can take
into account cuts on the lepton energy, Ref. [23] expands the moments in powers of mc/mb

and provides only results without cuts. The two calculations are in good agreement and
their implementation in our codes is in principle straightforward. However, the strong can-
cellations occurring in the calculation of normalized central moments require a high level of
numerical precision. Indeed, radiative corrections to the El spectrum tend to renormalize
the tree level spectrum in a nearly constant way, i.e. hard gluon emission is comparatively
suppressed. This implies that perturbative corrections tend to drop out of normalized mo-
ments. Let us consider for instance the first leptonic moment for mc/mb = 0.25 in the kinetic
scheme with µ = 1 GeV and El > 1 GeV:

#El$El>1GeV = 0.681
mb

2

!
1 + (3.179% 3.199)

#s

$
(1)

+
"#s

$

#2

((4.30% 4.35)%0 + 3.49(7)% 3.36(8) + 5.91% 5.91) + O(1/m2
b , #

3
s)

$

It is interesting to note that such kinematic cancellations between numerator and denomi-
nator a!ect the O(#s), O(#2

s%0), and two-loop non-BLM corrections in a similar way. We

1

In normalized leptonic moments pert corrections cancel to large extent, in any 
scheme, for any cut: hard gluon emission is comparatively suppressed. In the 
kin scheme

• same pattern of cancellations at O(αs) O(β0αs2) O(αs2) confirms our 
estimate of th error, no appreciable change in fit

• Additional cancellations in higher central moments due to endpoint 
enhancement:   existing results confirm cancellation pattern but 
numerical precision is not always sufficient.

Implementation in hadronic moments under way, but we don’t 
expect important effects
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O(αs/mb2) effects in B→Xsγ
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Ewerth,Nandi,PG arXiv:0911.2175

=

One-loop matching onto local operators with HQET fields in dim reg

The coefficients are highly singular at the endpoint z=1: 
δ(1-z), δ’(1-z), δ’’(1-z),  [1/(1-z)n]+  with n≤3

The NLO effect 10-20% in coefficients of first few moments, leading to 
δmb∼10MeV,  δμπ2 ∼ 0.04GeV2    Extension to semileptonic case in progress

λ1,2 are HQET 
analogues of μ2π,G
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More on Higher Orders

• O(αsµ2π/mb2) are known numerically     Becher,Boos,Lunghi 2007  

they are not implemented yet, waiting for complete O(αs/mb2)

• O(1/mb3) corrections ~3% in width, to have 1% accuracy 
we will need to compute O(αs/mb3)

• O(1/mb4) corrections first computed by Dassinger et al. in 
2006, new refined analysis by Mannel, Turczyk, Uraltsev to 
appear soon with 1/m5  as well. 

10
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O(1/m4
b)

TowardsO(!s/m2
b)
O(!2

s )
O(1/mn

b), n > 4

Structure of the expansion:
Two large scales mb and mc

! =! 0 +
1

mb
!1 +

1
m2

b
!2 +

1
m3

b
!3 +

1
m4

b
!4

+
1

m3
b

log(mc)!3,0 +
1

m3
b

!s(mb)

mc
!3,1 +

1
m3

b

1
m2

c
!3,2 + · · ·

The !i and !i,j are regular as mc ! 0
The !i and !i,j have perturbative expansions

Thomas Mannel, Uni. Siegen Inclusive Vcb : Overview

see Bigi,Mannel,Turczyk,Uraltsev
Bigi,Uraltsev,Zwicki
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Higher power corrections
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Proliferation of non-pert parameters:  for ex at 1/mb4

can be estimated by Ground State Saturation

!!1/m4 + !!1/m5

!
! 0.013

after inclusion of the corrections in the moments. While this 
might set the scale of effect, how much does it depend on 

assumptions on expectation values?

PRELIMINARY

!Vcb

Vcb
! +0.4%
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A strip in the mb-mc plane
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Constant values
of s.l. width
at fixed Vcb

Semileptonic moments do not measure mb well. They rather identify a 
strip in (mb,mc) plane along which the minimum is shallow.

Constraints from first 3
leptonic central moments

Fitted |Vcb| stable

07
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Mass determinations

14

Hoang, Jamin 04

Kuehn et al 07

Boughezal et al 07
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Recent sum rules determinations
converted to kin scheme

neglecting correlations 
between mc,b (αs)

PDG08

09
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How reliable are mass determinations?
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PDG

Ichep08
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1.

2.

3.

1. Theoretical correlations

Schwanda, PG

Correlations between theory errors of 
moments with different cuts difficult to estimate 

Examples:

1. 100% correlations
2. corr. computed from low-order expressions
3. experimental correlations (very similar to no correlation) 

always assume different central moments uncorrelated
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Theoretical correlations (II)
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Th correlations are also important for other OPE parameters
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Not all assumptions are reasonable, as high correlations are inevitable.
Black: correlations between different cuts computed using th error recipe, 

encodes existing correlations in computation: probably a good default!
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2. How important are radiative moments?
3.Can we include other constraints?

17

HPQCD & Kuehn et al
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OPE fails for bsγ, but only at O(αs) 
with operators ≠O7.    Unlikely to be 
relevant for normalized moments, but 
it must be studied

At the moment the role of radiative 
moments in the fits is almost 
identical to using PDG07 bound 
mb(mb)=4.20(7)GeV

the inclusion of additional constraints 
can be very useful: Without scheme

translation error Ex
tre

me

Schwanda, PG

Using mc(3GeV)=0.986(13) by Karlsruhe/HPQCD we 
get mb

kin=4.535(21) ➨ mb(mb)=4.165(45)GeV 
in perfect agreement with their mb determination

PRELIMINARY
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Which scale for MS mc?
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__of µ2
G in the rate by about 10% at µ = 1 GeV [26]. Until a complete calculation of these

e!ects in the semileptonic rate is available, it seems appropriate to use the expanded form
as in Eqs. (6, 11).

In the case the MS scheme is adopted for the charm mass the perturbative series depends
on its renormalization scale µc. We consider here µc = mc and 3GeV. For mb = 4.6 GeV,
mc(mc) = 1.27 GeV, the perturbative series expressed in terms of !s(mb) becomes

"[B̄ ! Xce"̄] " 1# 0.45
!s

#
+ 0.23$0

!!s

#

"2

+ 1.3
!!s

#

"2

+ O(!3
s) $ 0.985 (10)

where again $0 = 9 corresponds to three light flavours, and we have used !s(mb) = 0.219 for
the numerical evaluation. The very good apparent convergence should be considered largely
accidental. The quantity relevant for the total rate is the product of the above perturbative
expansion by g(r): it amounts to 0.579 and 0.565 in the kinetic – eq. (7) – and in the MS
scheme, respectively. Using mc(mc) = 1.27 ± 0.05 GeV, one finds 0.565 ± 0.028.

Approximate formula like eq (6) of [33] but using %B = 1.582ps and BRsl = 0.105 for the
charm only

|Vcb|
0.04197

= 1# 0.004(!s # 0.22)# 0.66(mb # 4.6) + 0.50(mc(mc)# 1.27) + 0.013(µ2
! # 0.4)

+0.053(µ2
G # 0.35) + 0.089(&3

D # 0.2)# 0.012(&3
LS + .15) (11)

In the case µc = 2 GeV we use mb = 4.6 GeV, mc(2 GeV) = 1.09 GeV, the perturbative
series expressed in terms of !s(mb) becomes

"[B̄ ! Xce"̄] " 1# 1.24
!s

#
# 0.29$0

!!s

#

"2

# 0.4
!!s

#

"2

+ O(!3
s) $ 0.899 (12)

whose product with g(1.09 ± 0.042/4.62) is 0.594 ± 0.022?.
In the case µc = 3 GeV we use mb = 4.6 GeV, mc(3 GeV) = 0.99 GeV, the perturbative

series expressed in terms of !s(mb) becomes

"[B̄ ! Xce"̄] " 1# 1.66
!s

#
# 0.46$0

!!s

#

"2

# 2.2
!!s

#

"2

+ O(!3
s) $ 0.854 (13)

whose product with g(0.99 ± 0.042/4.62) is 0.606 ± 0.022. Evidently, the series converges
more slowly in this case, even though µc is now closer to the decay energy release. The
question is: is this true for the width only or holds for moments as well?

Estimate of Higher orders....

5 HQE parameters and the B ! Xs' total rate (to be
shortened)

An interesting quantity that is often employed in the calculation of several B physics ob-
servables is the semileptonic phase space ratio,

C =

####
Vub

Vcb

####
2 "[B̄ ! Xce"̄]

"[B̄ ! Xue"̄]
. (14)
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μc=mc

μc=2GeV

μc=3GeV

The best scale seems to be close to mc, as a result of accidental 
cancellations.  Width expressed in terms of mc(3GeV) and

 mc(mc) differs by almost 3%. In the moments?
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Towards a new standard fit

Radiative moments are not crucial ingredients in the fits. Their role is 
almost identical to using PDG07 bound mb(mb)=4.20(7)GeV → mb

kin
 

=4.57(8)GeV.  

But we need additional external constraints. Precise determinations of 
mc  can be used to fix mb.  First preliminary results are consistent with 
Kuhn et al./HPQCD. 

New important calculation of higher order power corrections by Mannel 
et al. needs further study of parameter dependence.                 
Complete O(αs/mb

2) coming soon. 

Theoretical error on Vcb can reach 1% but still some work to be done.
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